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NOTICE OF MOTION   

POLICY FRAMEWORK ON HOW TO EDUCATE COMMUNITIES AND TO ESTABLISH, UTILIZE, 

PRESERVE AND MANAGE ALL EXISTING AND NEW WATER SUPPLY SOURCES 

(Hon. Francis Muya – MCA Langas Ward) 

Temporary Speaker (Hon. Pius Kigen): Honourable Muya, Member of Langas.  

MCA Muya: Thank you very much Mr. Speaker Sir, I beg to give the following notice of 

Motion:  

Aware that Kenya is generally a water-scarce Country which has occasionally witnessed long 

spells of drought in large parts of its regions, Further aware that although our County is 

endowed with average rainfall, the existing water sources and supplies are not sufficient to meet 

the increasing population and more demand in industrial and other related uses, Concerned that 

our County has not up to now developed County water strategy plan  as stipulated by the County 

Integrated Development Plan (CIDP) which will address the shortage of water and how the same 

will be mitigated, Noting that the economic and social development anticipated by Vision 2030 

will require more and high volumes and reliable water supplies in future, Further noting that 

the County Integrated Development Plan states that the County should develop policies and 

guidelines that will result in the participation of local communities in water governance, 

Cognizant that water security is paramount and indispensable to the economic and social 

development of our County; This County Assembly urges the County Government through the 

Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources to come up with a policy framework 

on how to educate communities at all local levels to establish, utilize, preserve and manage all 

existing and new water supply sources for posterity and to participate in a Private Public 

Partnership (PPP) to ensure its success. Thank you. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Members, you can now turn to your supplementary paper,  

MOTION 

POLICY FRAMEWORK ON HOW TO EDUCATE COMMUNITIES AND TO ESTABLISH, UTILIZE, 

PRESERVE AND MANAGE ALL EXISTING AND NEW WATER SUPPLY SOURCES 

(Hon. Francis Muya – MCA Langas Ward) 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Muya Member of Langas. 

MCA Muya: Thank you very much once again, I beg to move the following Motion:   

Aware  that Kenya is generally a water scarce Country which has occasionally witnessed long 

spells of drought in large parts of its regions, Further aware that although our County is 

endowed with average rainfall, the existing water sources and supplies are not sufficient to meet 

the increasing population and more demand in industrial and other related uses, Concerned that 

our County has not up to now developed County water strategy plan  as stipulated by the County 



Integrated Development Plan (CIDP) which will address the shortage of water and how the same 

will be mitigated, Noting that the economic and social development anticipated by Vision 2030 

will require more and high volumes and reliable water supplies in future, Further noting that 

the County Integrated Development Plan states that the County should develop policies and 

guidelines that will result in the participation of local communities in water governance, 

Cognizant that water security is paramount and indispensable to the economic and social 

development of our County; This County Assembly [urges the county government] through the 

Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources to come up with a policy framework 

on how to educate communities at all local levels to establish, utilize, preserve and manage all 

existing and new water supply sources for posterity and to participate in a Private Public 

Partnership (PPP) to ensure its success.  

While I was struggling to make sure that my electorates have enough water, something came to 

my mind and I remembered the time I was a young boy.  This is the time when our parents were 

very key to make sure that every homestead had a water tank it was built or it was a metal tank 

by then.  I remember after long rains, there was no way in the near future we would have 

shortage of water, but all this behaviour has changed with time.  You find that so and so has 

come up with a very modern House but we are all thinking about ELDOWAS (Eldoret Water 

and Sanitation) especially those of us who are in town.  Nobody is thinking to have a borehole, 

to harvest rain water and the like.  It has pushed us as a community, as a generation to a point of 

having serious water shortages among many in Eldoret town. I want to remind Honourable 

colleagues that last year when we experienced a prolonged drought when even some of the trees 

dried up, those of us who are living in urban areas, especially Langas, had very serious shortage 

of water and, mark you, like Langas itself the water table is very near.  What do I mean? You 

don’t need to dig or to go deep to come up with a borehole and get water.  But we are very 

reluctant as a generation to come up with other sources that can supplement water supply we are 

being supplied by ELDOWAS.  

There is a success story that I have, that I can say, without fear or contradiction, that we have an 

investor by the name Ndupawa. He has two big swimming pools and he is able to have enough 

water at all times.  He has resolved to have two boreholes in his premises, one at the hotel itself 

and the other one at the swimming pool and he has enough water. He has gone ahead to do water 

treatment himself such that you don’t have fear that maybe this water is not safe for 

consumption and there is no way you will lack water in the premises.  It is even more than 

enough but you find other neighbouring hotels coming to our fire station buying water during 

drought season.  That tells you how ignorant we are as a community, as a generation. It is a high 

time we urged the relevant departments, that is, the ministry of environment, water and natural 

resources to sensitise the community.  It is very shameful when you go to the wards like 

Segero/Barsombe. I don’t mean to offend my Honourable colleague. We are still living in a 

generation where by our women are going to search water with donkeys.  What a shame! We 

need as a government to sensitize our community on how we can come up and preserve other 

sources of water because before ELDOWAS started getting its water from Elgeyo/Marakwet, we 

were getting water from around Kaptagat.  The time we started getting water from Marakwet it 

is as if the defunct Municipal Council neglected water source of Kaptagat and that has 

necessitated or has contributed to the serious shortage that we have today.  

If the then government and the surrounding community nurtured and took care of that source of 

water,  in fact it could have been used to mitigate the shortage but what has been happening in 

Kenya, there is a culture of neglecting what you have once you get another source. I think this is 

a bad culture that needs to be discouraged. This is a culture that we need to tell our people, no.  

It is good to nurture.  It is good to take care  because  whatever is coming or whatever we are 

being told - because today when you go to the ministry of water and environment they will tell  

you that we have a programme with World Bank and  they are coming to do this programme 



Elgarini sijui  (I don’t know) what?’ (Sorry for mixing languages). I am saying we have a 

culture as a community, as a generation to depend too much on donation, on government 

programs. However, if we can sensitise the community, why it is good - though it was captured 

in another Motion of taking care of water catchment areas - you find that as a community, as a 

generation, we are are really busy destroying the existing water sources.  Even you find a place 

where we have a spring, but because Honourable so and so has been able to buy that land, he 

fences it off, destroys the water source and the community starts suffering because of water 

shortage.  

It is a high time we told our community it is not the time to see or to look after what the 

government has done for us.  We can as a community--- if you tell Honourable Barteng where 

he is coming up with his homestead to come up with a borehole, that is not a big deal and he will 

be supplied with water, enough for domestic and for some irrigation. This culture has been 

neglected with time in our community. It is high time we encouraged, we directed the relevant 

ministry here to start sensitising our people on ways of protecting water sources, how to harvest 

water and the like. I can confidently tell my colleague that we have Senator ‘Wamatangi’ of 

Kiambu County.  You may wonder why he is called Wamatangi. ‘Wamatangi’ is not the official 

name but I would like to tell you ‘Wamatangi’ was given that Matangi (tanks) name because he 

used to go round with a Non- Governmental organisation giving women groups water tanks until 

he was called Wamatangi. When he came to look for votes it was very easy to identify him. So 

and so the man of ‘Matangi’ (tanks) and I am telling you he has done well for the women of 

Kiambu. It’s a high time, especially now we have El-Nino---. Though we are saying we have 

serious shortage of water, what are we doing?  it is high time we encouraged our communities, 

the needs to protect what we have, the need to harvest what we have been given by our God and 

more so to look for other sources like coming up with boreholes, coming up with other man 

made-water sources by using the power of a shilling. I want to urge my Honourable colleagues, 

though you might try and see what this Honourable Member is trying to tell us--- What I am 

saying is, I have was born here, brought up here and have seen a lot of changes.  Eldoret was 

one of the best supplied towns with clean water. What is happening today? We have taken it for 

granted to the extent we are now crying like any other places. We need to learn from people of 

Israel and the like. I understand - I have never been there but my Honourable colleague, 

Honourable Komintany, tells me when he was there, he saw that these people, though the land is 

very dry ----, through proper programmes.  

(Point of Order) 

MCA Chirchir, I: Point of order, Mr. Speaker! 

Temporary Speaker:  Order Member!  Point of order! 

MCA Chirchir, I: Point of order Mr. Speaker Sir, we need a statement of fact. Can the Member 

under Standing order number 85 substantiate with facts that the Honourable Member from Ziwa 

was once in Israel and at what time, so that this House can deliberate on matters that are real and 

correct. 

Temporary Speaker: Order, Honourable Member! I think let us not make that a very big deal.  

The Honourable Member for Ziwa is here and he has not raised anything so I hope everything is 

in order. I think somebody has just not ignited you. There was somebody, point of order on the 

same.  

MCA Keter: On the same.  

Temporary Speaker: Yes, point of order, Honourable Komintany. 

MCA Keter: Mr. Speaker, thank you for giving me the time. This afternoon I am humbled and 

when an Honourable Member decides to mislead a whole House sometime you need to sit back 



and wait for the Members to chip in.  Therefore I want Honourable Muya to withdraw his 

statement, and I have never been to Israel. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. 

MCA Muya: If indeed he has never been to Israel--- 

Temporary Speaker: Order! Order Honourable Member for Langas! Order Honourable 

Member! I think our standing orders are very clear. Every Member who gets an opportunity or 

who is in this House is responsible for statements of facts. Whatever you say must be 

substantiated so Honourable Member from Langas can you please substantiate or can you 

answer? 

MCA Muya: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker. With all due respect I beg to withdraw that 

statement. Mr. Speaker, my Honourable and learned colleague, has been my instructor in so 

many things and we have been chatting and I saw him posting the same, but all the same if has 

not been to Israel, then we had really respected him over the same. 

Temporary Speaker: Order Honourable Member! We don’t want to know who is cheating who 

in the media but please summarize. 

MCA Muya: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir, but all the same we know so many things because he 

has that capability of googling and the likes.  therefore I respect him. Mr. Speaker, my point was 

a country like Israel, we are told by our colleague who has been there, that you will be shocked 

if you look around what the Israelites do in their country. In fact, though Israel is said to be a dry 

country but what that country is producing in terms of agriculture can tell how they nurture 

whatever little they have. Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I want to urge this Honourable House with all 

due respect to pass this Motion with or without amendment for the sake of our generation. This 

is because, Mr. Speaker,  if we go with that habit have, as a generation, I am telling you Mr. 

Speaker, we are busy wasting the little resources that we have but we are not busy adding 

whatever we don’t have. Therefore,  Mr. Speaker, I urge this Honourable House to pass this 

Motion so that we can give direction to the other arm of government so that we can stop the 

community from over-depending on us to supply them with water. With those many remarks, I 

want to request our Honourable Member who is the leader of minority, Honourable Ramadhan 

to second this Motion.  Thank you. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Ramadan, the leader of minority. 

MCA Werambo: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir. I stand to second this Motion. Mr. Speaker Sir, 

first of all, it is good if this House can ask the other arm of government of Uasin Gishu to put a 

policy framework on the issue of drinking water. Mr. Speaker Sir, this has been a thorn in [the 

flesh].  During rains we have a lot of water, but immediately after rains we experience a very big 

drought, Mr. Speaker Sir.  You can find if we can take an example from the time of the white 

farmers who once occupied this Eldoret as white highlands.  Mr. Speaker Sir, if you go to every 

farm, you will find that this farm was not supplied with water by either ELDOWAS because it 

did not exist then but the whites had adequate water for consumption for themselves and the 

animals. 

Mr. Speaker, of late the only reliable source of water is ELDOWAS and this company 

sometimes has its own technical problems and, as a result, a lot of people are left without water. 

Mr. Speaker, if a policy is put in place whereby everybody who constructs a House has borehole 

and is taught how to preserve good drinking water and how to test that water, we are not going 

to find water shortages 

However, Mr. Speaker ELDOWAS will just be there because it supplying water in the County 

but the company won’t be in a position to provide enough water for consumption irrigation or 

for animals to drink. 

 



Mr. Speaker Sir, I second this Motion.  We shall be on a track of making sure that water supply 

has a good policy that will make sure that every citizen who is living in Uasin Gishu County is 

supplied with water. Over reliance on ELDOWAS as a company will be minimal; it will just be 

there as surplus water. Mr. Speaker Sir, I stand to second the Motion as this will assist most of 

the people in the homesteads to at least preserve enough water at any given time. 

Mr. Speaker, through this policy--- you can get that the water catchment areas within our areas 

have been flattened especially in Uasin Gishu County, you realize that trees have been felled 

and, without these trees, the repercussions are known: we will have a shortage of either rainfall. 

Mr. Speaker, this policy may beyond and even assist our sisters in maintaining the water 

catchment areas. I second this Motion.  Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Member, a Motion has been moved and seconded.  I now 

propose the question. 

(Question proposed) 

Temporary Speaker: Ensuing debate. 

Hon David singoei Member for Ngenyilel.  

MCA Sing’oei: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir.  I rise in support of this Motion that has been 

moved by Honourable Muya, a Member of this County Assembly from Langas Ward. Mr. 

Speaker, in the said prayer of this Motion, this County Assembly, (I want to believe that this is 

actually what was meant to be and I stand to be corrected), Mr. Speaker--- 

Temporary Speaker: Order Honourable Members! I think there was an omission; let’s make 

that correction. It has been corrected so, thanks for that observation, Honourable Member. 

MCA Singoei: Thank you, Mr. Speaker.  I thought it is obvious that it should be like that. Mr. 

Speaker, as I support this Motion the mover of the Motion said something in regard to white 

settlers in this County. If you look where they were and where we are at the moment, we are so 

much behind. We are so much behind, way below where they were in 1960s. The white settler 

farmers had a lot of water and if you could look at what they did, they supplied water to places. 

Where water could be supplied through gravity they were actually able to do it. In some places 

they were using the hydro drums to pump water to places where they could not use the gravity. 

Even the wind mechanisation, you will see if you go to these areas of Ziwa and Moiben there 

were a lot of wind mills that were supplying water and I don’t know what happened to these 

black settlers. 

Mr. Speaker, when they came, the first thing they did was to destroy all pipes, the wind mills, all 

good sources of water and, in fact, we are still doing that. Mr. Speaker, at my place everybody is 

felling trees everyday and the river is now running, you can see water running.  I think there was 

Motion the other day to preserve these water catchment areas. Mr. Speaker, there is a lot of 

water in Uasin Gishu that can be tapped. You can do a borehole, you can supply water through 

gravity and even now there is a new technology like the solar. 

Mr. Speaker, solar is a free energy and it can still supply water.  These hydro drums in very few 

places do supply water and the Vision 2030, and the Millennium Development Goals of the 

national government, are talking about 2015 as the year when everybody should be having clean 

water in their homestead but we are extremely very far from it. 

I want to believe therefore that we need policies that will actually establish these sources of 

water which are very plenty. If you can’t get water through gravity, you can dig a borehole, and 

you can do what---We need to establish and encourage our people to protect the same and then 

management. 



The greatest problem and greatest enemy of all the water projects that I know is the 

management. We need to do something about the management of water projects because the 

government sometimes pumps in a lot of money and there is a committee and after a short while 

water will be running for a few days because they are not managed properly. 

I have about three or four projects in my place. Two are working and I think even before I 

became an MCA, if I may check the records correctly, the water supply. There are about two 

places that I know where there are pipes actually underneath running through our families and 

there is also a river that was supplying water, but there is no water.  We have a serious problem. 

Mr. Speaker, the other day I was in a place and they were asking me, ‘we need water, we need 

pipes’, and I told them where we were standing there are pipes running below us and they 

agreed. The river which is the source of water is still running. The ‘mzungu’ (Whiteman) like--- 

Something not very big but it was supplying water. In fact the tanks are still there; they only 

need just very little repair. Mr. Speaker Sir, even as we pump these millions to our wards for 

water,  if we don’t have a clear policy and a framework on how to manage, then after sometimes 

people will forget and will start saying let us divide the pipes. They will go and dig them up for 

something else. 

Therefore, Mr. Speaker, I think this is a good Motion. We need to work with the department of 

water so that we can come up with a very good policy to address some of the problems that we 

have.  It is not that we don’t have water.  I think the problem is us - how we manage, how we 

bring the resources and use them. Whatever is available--- because the wind is available, sun is 

available and so many other things within us. It is only the management and the required 

policies in order for us to manage the water. Thank you, Mr. Speaker. I stand to support the 

Motion. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Isaac Chirchir, Honourable Member for Soy. 

MCA Chirchir, I: Thank you Mr. Speaker Sir.  I stand to support this Motion in essence and I 

want to thank the Honourable Member who brought this Motion because two nights ago the 

Honourable Member was seriously disturbed by the storm and floods that made him think about 

a way to conserve this water and harvesting. 

Mr. Speaker Sir, the first principle is getting clean water then conservation. At the moment 

sources of water are not really conserved.  We have no serious programmes as stipulated. We 

did over six months ago in this House pass a resolution that the Executive Member concerned to 

put up the conservancy measures in all areas of water catchment areas. To date, Mr. Speaker Sir, 

the same paper that was passed in this House has not been acted upon.  You find that if you can 

ask a Member in his Ward if the swampy areas, which happen to be the sources of water, have 

been taken care of, the answer is they have not. 

Therefore, it is very necessary for this County government to put enough seriousness on water 

conservancy. Mr. Speaker Sir, at the moment we are not lacking water as Uasin Gishu County 

per se, but we are lacking the technologies in the field that can give us enough knowledge and 

skills to harvest even water. Mr. Speaker,  even in this County Assembly we have enough room 

and space to develop our reservoir underneath or beside the Assembly so that the cleaning of 

this County Assembly is done as it is in Rwanda, where we went.  We saw that every building in 

Rwanda harvests its water and re-uses the same water to do cleaning of up to 20% of its 

buildings. 

This Assembly, as an example, we have even been wasting a lot of water.  After Members 

consume water, some water remains in the bottles. At the end of the day the water is poured 

instead of being re-used in, say, cleaning and watering our flowers. Mr. Speaker, you find that 

during the dry seasons we take and pour water in the taps. So it is a matter of conserving and 

harvesting and making use of every little amount of water available. 



If you count the litres that we have been wasting for the last three years, it is really serious. It is 

the right time the Honourable Member has seen that we need to do something even with 

ourselves and the executive to make the right policies that will be passed by this Honourable 

House so that the matter of harvesting and conserving our waters is taken care of. 

Treatment is another factor, Mr. Speaker.  We have a lot of water but majority of people are 

exposed to unclean water. For instance we rely only on the water from Elgarini, Kaptagat and 

Chebara that is being treated at the only treatment plant that we have but in the entire County. 

How many Households do we have in this County?  Mr. Speaker, almost on average, every 

household has a bore hole this time.  There is no real serious programme in this County, Mr. 

Speaker, which has necessitated and made sure that it is mandatory that clean treated water is 

consumed by every homestead. It has never happened.  We don’t have such a programme. The 

only running programme is the one managed by World Vision but that is not sustainable because 

it is dealing with one percent of the community. Therefore you find that we have health 

problems due to the treatment of the water that we consume. 

Majority of our homesteads are using raw water from the boreholes. It is up to this County 

Assembly to make the right resolutions and urge the executive to come with the right policies. In 

addition, Mr. Speaker Sir, this House can resolve that in every sub-location we can have 

boreholes in public utilities, through drilling on the ground, to get clean water that will be 

treated for consumption by the locals at the rural areas, just as we are using the treated water 

from Elgeyo Marakwet and Kaptagat in the urban areas. I have talked about the issue of 

recycling and re-use of our water.  We have a very serious run-off in the entire County at the 

moment and we have public institutions like schools--- Many times during weekends when you 

pass by or visit institutions, you get all the students having done their laundry work and you 

wonder where the volume of water they used while doing the laundry is. The matter of re-use 

and recycling--- We must come up with serious policies that require a washing area and an area 

we can collect the same water. All the chemicals from this laundry work at the end of the day 

will run down our streams bringing health problems to plants and water users downstream. At 

the moment we don’t have accurate statistics; even this County government has no accurate 

statistics on the people doing rural-urban migration in a year so that it can plan well for the 

extension of water in the urban areas. You find that it is a crisis currently that if you put up a 

building or an estate extending towards the rural areas, you are asked that you do the line to your 

homestead. Mr. Speaker. It is the mandate of this County Assembly and County government to 

provide sufficient water for its people for development needs. We have been having crisis with 

our people, our investors and if we need serious investors, we must develop the enabling factors; 

that is one. The enabling factor for the growth of any County or urban area is the availability of 

clean drink water on the lines to the areas they want to develop.  That will encourage 

development and growth and enable irrigation for subsistent crops that will be used as food. 

Alternative sources of water harvesting--- let us urge the County government not only to be 

looking at trying to get water from maybe natural sources; we must also identify regions in this 

County where, if we can drill,  we can get sufficient water. We can use clean energy systems 

like the solar system that can pump the same water to the grid that is supplying from Kaptagat.  

If we drill a serious borehole with clean water and supply the same using the solar panels to the 

grids feeding our areas, then during dry seasons we shall not experience shortages because we 

shall have alternative sources that are not really subject to drought. Mr. Speaker Sir, I support 

this Motion and I am urging this County Assembly to pass this Motion so that we can have 

sustainable clean water in our County. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Hillary Rono, Member for Kipkenyo. 

MCA Rono: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker, for giving me this opportunity. I stand to 

support this Motion. As the Chair of the concerned department, I would like to tell the 



Honourable Members who are about to contribute that when the chair stands you are not going 

to contribute, because I will finish everything. 

Temporary Speaker: Order Honourable Member! Honourable Members, I think we have 

several Motions and Bills here and never before has this House been threatened by any Chair. It 

is the responsibility of anyone to contribute and I will give them an opportunity. Honourable 

Chair, I don’t know why then you had to put your hand up, maybe you would wait until we 

exhaust the others so that you come with your magic. Otherwise please contribute. 

MCA Rono: Thank you very much, Mr. Speaker.  I think I was not well understood. I meant 

that my contribution is so paramount that it will almost be final. This Motion is very timely and 

I would like to congratulate the Honourable Member from Langas and, in fact, he should have 

brought this Motion earlier enough, because it is raining right now and we should have started 

conserving water with this El-Nino rains. It is important--- I remember that at my home we had 

a borehole, but when ELDOWAS water came, the borehole ceased to function, and that is what 

we want to tell our people that the best water is the water that we used to have. The borehole 

water is always there unlike ELDOWAS one. I was only to say that this Motion is going to be 

implemented and if not someone will tell us why. Thank you very much Honourable Muya, God 

will bless you. Thank you very much. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Peter Chomba, Member for Huruma. 

MCA Chomba: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir.  I also rise in support of this very noble Motion 

brought by our brother MCA for Langas Ward. As we talk of water in this town, we are talking 

of a commodity that is not even there.  As much as we want to connect other areas in this 

County some of the areas even in my own ward, Huruma, Mwenderi and Shauri estates go up to 

two weeks without any water from ELDOWAS. As a County we need to know the reason why 

some of the areas in this County don’t get water.  These people keep paying ELDOWAS on a 

monthly basis for empty pipes because they have water meters in their homes. A month ago I 

wanted to join the people that live in my ward that hardly get any water from ELDOWAS. 

Temporary Speaker: Point of order, Honourable Hillary Keter. 

QUORUM 

MCA Keter: Thank you Mr. Speaker.  I am seeking your indulgence because I can see now that 

we believe you are blind while seated there. I don’t find that there is enough quorum for us to 

continue debating on this Motion. I seek your direction, Mr. Speaker. 

Temporary Speaker: Order Members! Clerk, can you confirm that we have a quorum. Order! 

Clerk, please mention names for the purpose of the Hansard; we want people in future to know 

the Honourable Members who stay all through. 

Members Present – 13(Thirteen) 

1. Hon. Joseph Koech -MCA Kipsomba Ward  

2. Hon. Jeremiah Sang-MCA Kamagut Ward 

3. Hon. Rose Kisama -Nominated MCA 

4. Hon. Ann Chemutai-Nominated MCA 

5. Hon. Francis Muya -MCA Langas Ward 

6. Hon. Peter Chomba - MCA Huruma Ward 

7. Hon. Florah Bartera-Nominated MCA 

8. Hon. Amos Kiptanui-MCA Racecourse Ward 

9. Hon. Hillary Keter -MCA Ziwa Ward 

10. Hon. Pius Chirchir-Nominated MCA 

11. Hon. Duncan Ruto-Nominated MCA 



12. Hon. Naum Jelagat-Nominated MCA 

13. Hon. Caroline Birgen-Nominated MCA 

 

Temporary Speaker: I think we don’t have a quorum.  Please, Sergeant-at-Arms, can you have 

the quorum bell rung and I would like to order the whip to whip the Members. I don’t even see 

any whip, so who will whip if the whip is not there?  Let me allow Honourable Amos Kiptanui 

to whip the rest. 

No member is allowed to go out.  Order Honourable Member! Our Standing Orders do not allow 

any Member to get out; only the whip is allowed. Sergeant-At-Arms is conversant with the 

rules. 

Temporary Speaker: Clerk, can you confirm the quorum? 

Members present – 19 (Nineteen) 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Peter Chomba, you can proceed. 

MCA Chomba: Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir.  As I was saying some of the areas in my ward, 

even though they have pipes and water has been running in the same area since the 1960s, but 

today we do not have water in those areas. I have invested a lot on water in my ward in those 

estates I just mentioned- putting up bigger pipes but even after this, there is still no water. 

ELDOWAS, yes, is a company that supplies water in this County. 

Temporary Speaker: Point of order, Honourable Amos. 

MCA Kiptanui: Mr. Speaker Sir, is it in order for the Member who is just contributing to say 

that ‘I have invested’, was it a personal contribution or is it the government which invested. May 

be you need to come out clear. 

Temporary Speaker: I think that as an honourable member, you always budget here and being 

the people’s representatives, really the buck stops at you.  That is the investment. Honourable 

Member, continue. 

MCA Chomba: Thank you Member. A portion of that money came from my pocket, not the 

County so I have invested. Mr. Speaker Sir, as the mover of this Motion said earlier about Israel, 

I have been privileged to visit Israel. In Israel they don’t waste anything.  We Kenyans know 

how much urine goes into our toilets on a daily basis, wasted.  Israel does not waste; it is 

purified and it is used as water for cleaning and washing clothes. We need to request the County 

government to see that all homes are connected with a sewer, instead of wasting your urine let it 

be used for washing clothes.  

(Laughter) 

MCA Chomba: Mr. Speaker, is it in order for a Member to laugh in this House? 

Temporary Speaker: Continue Honourable Member.  It is out of order. 

MCA Chomba: Thank you, ---so that we could be saving that water and then we can only have 

water for drinking.  This County needs to invest a lot on water, and we do have experts that have 

been advising us from day one on how much we can invest for the water that is coming from 

Marakwet to get to this County. Invest on the pipes.  It is a high time us a County we need to do 

that so that every home in this County can have piped water. Thank you, Mr. Speaker Sir. 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Members, there being no other contribution, I now put a 

question. 

(Question put and agreed to) 



ADJOURNMENT 

Temporary Speaker: Honourable Members, there being no other business, this House stands 

adjourned until tomorrow Wednesday at 9:00 AM. 

The House rose at 4.50pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 


